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Catherine de' Medici (1519-89) was the wife of one king of France and the mother of three more - the last,
sorry representatives of the Valois, who had ruled France since 1328. She herself is of preeminent
importance to French history, and one of the most controversial of all historical figures. Despised until she
was powerful enough to be hated, she was, in her own lifetime and since, the subject of a "Black Legend"
that has made her a favourite subject of historical novelists (most notably Alexandre Dumas, whose Reine
Margot has recently had new currency on film). Yet there is no recent biography of her in English. This new
study, by a leading scholar of Renaissance France, is a major event.

Catherine, a neglected and insignificant member of the Florentine Medici, entered French history in 1533
when she married the son of Francis I for short-lived political reasons: her uncle was pope Clement VII, who
died the following year. Now of no diplomatic value, Catherine was treated with contempt at the French
court even after her husband's accession as Henry II in 1547. Even so, she gave him ten children before he
was killed in a tournament in 1559. She was left with three young boys, who succeeded to the throne as
Francis II (1559-60), Charles IX (1560-74) and Henry III (1574-89).

As regent and queen-mother, a woman and with no natural power-base of her own, she faced impossible
odds. France was accelerating into chaos, with political faction at court and religious conflict throughout the
land. As the country disintegrated, Catherine's overriding concern was for the interests of her children. She
was tireless in her efforts to protect her sons' inheritance, and to settle her daughters in advantageous
marriages.

But France needed more. Catherine herself was both peace-loving and, in an age of frenzied religious hatred,
unbigoted. She tried to use the Huguenots to counterbalance the growing power of the ultra-Catholic Guises
but extremism on all sides frustrated her. She was drawn into the violence. Her name is ineradicably
associated with its culmination, the Massacre of St Bartholomew (24 August 1572), when thousands of
Huguenots were slaughtered in Paris and elsewhere. To this day no-one knows for certain whether Catherine
instigated the massacre or not, but here Robert Knecht explores the probabilities in a notably level-headed
fashion.

His book is a gripping narrative in its own right. It offers both a lucid exposition of immensely complex
events (with their profound imact on the future of France), and also a convincing portrait of its enigmatic
central character. In going behind the familiar Black Legend, Professor Knecht does not make the mistake of
whitewashing Catherine; but he shows how intractable was her world, and how shifty or intransigent the
people with whom she had to deal. For all her flaws, she emerges as a more sympathetic - and, in her
pragmatism, more modern - figure than most of her leading contemporaries.
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From reader reviews:

Graciela Tubbs:

Throughout other case, little individuals like to read book Catherine de'Medici. You can choose the best
book if you appreciate reading a book. Given that we know about how is important a new book Catherine
de'Medici. You can add expertise and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right,
since from book you can understand everything! From your country until foreign or abroad you can be
known. About simple thing until wonderful thing you can know that. In this era, you can open a book as well
as searching by internet system. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel bored stiff to go to the
library. Let's examine.

James Jean:

The book Catherine de'Medici make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make your
capable considerably more increase. Book can being your best friend when you getting tension or having big
problem with your subject. If you can make reading a book Catherine de'Medici being your habit, you can
get more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about a few or all subjects.
You can know everything if you like start and read a guide Catherine de'Medici. Kinds of book are a lot of. It
means that, science publication or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this e-book?

Kay Roberts:

Often the book Catherine de'Medici has a lot of knowledge on it. So when you read this book you can get a
lot of profit. The book was written by the very famous author. The author makes some research previous to
write this book. This particular book very easy to read you can find the point easily after reading this book.

James Harris:

As we know that book is very important thing to add our expertise for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything you want. A book is a group of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year was
exactly added. This publication Catherine de'Medici was filled regarding science. Spend your free time to
add your knowledge about your science competence. Some people has various feel when they reading any
book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can experience enjoy to read a guide. In the
modern era like now, many ways to get book you wanted.
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